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1 IntroductionDiscourse structure is many things to many researchers | attention, inten-tions, initiative, rhetorical structure, story trees, scripts, turn-taking behav-ior, etc. While there are many existing taxonomies of discourse structure,none are completely satisfactory as general purpose coding schemes for di-alogue. Many of the most thorough schemes have been devised for single-speaker text, and thus are problematic to apply directly to spontaneous di-alogue. Many schemes devised for dialogue are appropriate only for certaingenres of dialogue (e.g., classroom instruction), or for particular domains.Others are intended for radically dierent purposes than those of the compu-tational linguistics dialogue community, e.g., focusing on some of the socialrelationships of the participants.It is obviously not possible at this point to devise a comprehensive codingscheme to cover all aspects of the discourse structure of dialogue. This man-ual therefore tries to focus in a principled way on two levels of discourse anal-ysis for dialogues, with specic choices of content and form of representationat each level. [Traum, 1998] tries to examine some of the types of discoursestructure that have been studied in the literature, proposing several dimen-sions by which to classify the type of structure. These dimensions include:granularity, content, and structuring mechanisms. The multi-dimensionalspace is then used to classify dierent extant coding schemes as to whichaspects they are concerned with. We borrow some parts of that taxonomy totry to make clear what kinds of dialogue structure we will code in the presentmanual and which aspects we leave for future work. In particular, we adoptthe partition of dialogue structure into three main ranges of granularity:micro discourse structure, concerning mainly those aspects within a singleutterance (however that may best be dened), meso structure, concernedwith a single sub-dialogue (involving speech by multiple partners that is lo-cally coherent according to some organizing principle), and macro structure,concerning the larger, hierarchical structure of whole dialogues.For this guide, we choose to focus on a single type of structure and contentat each range of granularity. In particular, at the meso-level, we consider howsubdialogues are used to synchronize participants' mutual understanding ofwhat is being said. At the macro-level, we focus on hierarchical informationaland intentional coherence. For now, we put aside some of the lower-level as-pects of dialogue coordination, such as turn-taking and initiative, as well as2
aspects of individual agency, such as memory and individual agendas. Wedo this for several reasons. For one thing, it can be very tedious to code thiskind of structure by hand, and moreover, we believe that analyses of inter-active behavior, such as turn-taking and initiative, should be built on a solidunderstanding of how interaction facilitates or hinders the communication ofinformation amongst participants and the achievement of their shared goals.Further, this discourse structure coding guide is geared toward the genreof cooperative or collaborative problem-solving dialogue. Many computa-tional systems, though not all, belong to this genre. To illustrate our guide-lines, we take examples mainly from the two TRAINS-91 dialogues [Gross etal., 1993] given in full in the appendix. We hope that our experience codingthis genre will provide a foundation on which to develop possibly more so-phisticated coding schemes for genres that may involve dialogue participantswith competing goals (e.g. negotiation dialogues), or dialogue participantswith complementary but not necessarily identical goals (e.g. \casual conver-sation" dialogues such as Switchboard).We propose coding discourse structure in several ordered stages, corre-sponding to the granularity ranges mentioned above. First, a dialogue istokenized into utterance-tokens that represent minimal analysis units,much as words are tokenized for part-of-speech tagging. Next, micro-rangeanalysis of discourse relations within and between utterance-tokens may becarried out; we omit guidelines for this level of analysis at this time.1 Third,for meso-range analysis, we introduce a new coding scheme that applies sim-plied principles of grounding theory [Clark and Schaefer, 1989]. In par-ticular, meso-range analysis assigns utterance-tokens to common groundunits (CGUs) that represent dialogue segments in which discourse partici-pants add content to their common ground. Finally, we use CGUs as minimalunits in the macro-range analysis. At this level, CGUs are grouped, based oninformational and intentional relations, into I-units (IUs). These IUs arehierarchically structured, like discourse segments in the linguistic structureof Grosz and Sidner [Grosz and Sidner, 1986]. However, the use of CGUsinstead of the utterance-tokens themselves as the basic unit for macro-rangeanalysis represents a signicant departure from existing coding proposals.1We anticipate micro-range analysis will overlap considerably with the coding ofutterance-level forward-looking and backward-looking actions, e.g., as described in theDAMSL manual [Allen and Core, Draft 1997].3
It emphasizes the role of low-level, informational constraints on discoursereasoning in collaborative, problem-solving dialogue, and insulates macro-level coding from several technical problems (i.e. temporal discontinuity andambiguous utterances) which remain unsolved in alternative schemes.The remainder of this manual is organized into four coding sections, cov-ering (1) tokenization of a dialogue into minimal coding units (Section 2),(2) micro-range coding (Section 3), (3) meso-range coding (Section 4), and(4) macro-range coding (Section 5).2 Preliminaries2.1 TokenizationDialogues should previously have been split into utterance-tokens before youattempt to code the structure. The principles for splitting utterances intotokens are based on prosody and grammar, with the intuition that a tokenshould correspond to a single intonational phrase [Pierrehumbert, 1980] orperhaps a single grammatical clause (i.e. tensed or untensed unit with pred-icate argument structure). Tokenization will be done mostly automatically,with some post-processing where necessary. No information about how thesetokens are mapped to individual speech acts should be inferred, a priori.While it may often be the case that a single token corresponds to a sin-gle speech act at the forward/backward level, this is not guaranteed, nor isit a consideration in forming the tokens; it might require several tokens tocomprise a single speech act, or a single token might contain multiple serialspeech acts. However, we propose that cue phrases or discourse particles beset apart as independent tokens by convention.By default, utterance tokens will be split into separate lines, and enumer-ated according to the conventions of [Gross et al., 1993], that is, numberedxx.yy, where xx indicates the turn number (turns can be roughly denedas communication by one party without intervening communication by theother), and yy, the token within the turn. As an example, in the segment in(1), taken from dialogue 91-1.1, in [Gross et al., 1993], the rst token in thisfragment, 7.5, is the fth token in the seventh turn of the dialogue, the nextis the sixth token in the seventh turn, and then, with the speaker change,the rst token of the eighth turn. 4
(1) 7.5 M: okay7.6 : we have to get engines to the boxcars8.1 S: rightAlso, for dyadic conversation, the identity of the speaker can be inferredsimply from the turn number (odd turns for A, even turns for B). For multi-party conversation, a speaker identication code can be prepended directlyonto the text line, as in (1). This speaker label will be optionally omitted fromour dialogue coding since speaker identity can be automatically generatedand immediately inferred from the token numbering.For discourse structure coding, we expect tokenization will signicantlyincrease eciency. We also hypothesize that the coding of meso- and macro-level units will not split apart tokens, but one aspect of the homeworks willbe to test this hypothesis.3 Micro-range coding: Rhetorical relationsFor the present time, we elect not to try coding at the micro-range level.Rhetorical or discourse relations at the utterance level would almost certainlyneed to also connect to material within an utterance token, and probablyoverlap syntactic and logical relations. While this kind of information is veryimportant for many applications and research eorts, it is also not as clearhow useful a domain/task-independent coding schememight be for capturinguseful information. This is certainly a topic which merits further work.4 Meso-range coding: Common Ground Units(CGUs)The rst type of coding that you are asked to do is to cluster utterance-tokens together into units of common ground or mutual understanding. Thatis, agreement between the speakers about their understanding of what isbeing said (not necessarily agreement about the actual facts that are beingdiscussed). These common ground units (CGUs) are very similar to theContributions described in [Clark and Schaefer, 1989], or the Discourse Units(DUs) discussed in [Traum and Allen, 1992, Traum and Hinkelman, 1992,5
Traum, 1994]. The main dierence is that we are not asking you to markthe sub-structures of these units (some of this information will be marked atother levels, such as the understanding level of backward act coding). Instead,we ask only that you identify distinct units of achieving common ground andmark which utterance-tokens contribute to that unit. Optionally, you canalso encode the actual content that is added to common ground as a result ofthe unit. This will help to identify the distinctiveness of particular units, aswell as to clarify how these units are used by higher level discourse structures.Even if it is too cumbersome to actually indicate the content, you shouldkeep in mind while marking units what content is actually established intocommon ground as a result of the unit having been produced in the dialogue.4.1 Basics of Common Ground Units (CGUs)A Common Ground Unit (CGU) contains all and only the utterance tokensneeded to ground (that is, make part of the common ground) some bit ofcontent. This content will include the initial token of the unit, plus whateveradditional content is added by subsequent tokens in the unit and added tothe common ground at the same time as the initiating token. The maincoherence principle for CGUs is thus not directly related to the coherence ofthe content itself (this kind of coherence is handled at the micro and macrolevels), but whether the content is added to the common ground in the samemanner (e.g., with the same acknowledgment utterance).CGUs will require at least some initiating material by one conversationalparticipant (the initiator), presenting the new content, as well as gener-ally some feedback [Allwood et al., 1992], or acknowledgment, by the otherparticipant.2 A fairly standard common ground unit is shown in tokens 7.6,8.1 in example (1). Assuming that there are ve previous units for the di-alogue so far, we would start a new CGU, 6, and indicate that tokens 7.6and 8.1 are components. We would end up with a table entry such as (2).32Depending on the modality of communication, some of this acknowledgment may beimplicit or conveyed by non-linguistic action, e.g., by gaze or facial expression. Also, forsome media, particularly those with some degree of persistence of messages, commonalitymay be assumed by the participants without any signal of understanding. In these cases, itis okay to have a CGU with contributions only by one party (assuming you actually believethat the material was assumed by the participants to have been added to the commonground).3Details about how to record the code are going to necessarily be dependent on the6
(2) CGU Tokens: : :6 7.6,8.1: : :However, a CGU can consist of more than just two tokens, one by eachparticipant. For one thing, an initiator may take several tokens to expressthe initial content, as in example (3). In this case all of the rst speaker'scontent is part of the same CGU, and the table entry would be as in (4).(3) 5.5 M: I have to get a boxcar5.6 : to Corning5.7 : and then I have to load it with oranges and eventually Ihave to get that to Bath5.8 : by 8 o'clock6.1 S: right(4) CGU Tokens: : :5 5.5,5.6,5.7,5.8,6.1: : :The included subsequent utterances by the same speaker can fulll anyparticular type of grounding function, including just continuing to add morecontent, as in (3), or repairing some content, as in (5).4(5) 36.2 S: well we / it just needs to get there36.3 : by 1 PM36.4 : I mean / sorry36.5 : it needs to get there by 3 PM37.1 M: +by +37.2 : +3+ PM37.3 : okaytools used. The description here assumes just pencil and paper or the equivalent, forminga simple 2-column table. It would be helpful to eventually have some simple interface thatlets people start a new CGU, select a current CGU, and then click on utterance-tokens toadd or delete them from the CGU. It would also be nice to highlight in some manner alltokens belonging to a CGU, or perhaps make them the same color.4From d91-4.2 in [Gross et al., 1993]. The + signs indicate speech overlapping with thetext just above in the previous utterance. 7
Here, token 36.5 corrects the mistaken information in 36.3. Example(5) also shows a dierent style of acknowledgment, repeating (some of) thecontent, and also illustrates that an acknowledgment may also take multipletokens: all three tokens of M's turn 37 should be added as part of this CGU.In general, tokens which convey no part of the nal content expressed inthe CGU may be omitted from the list of tokens (see Section 4.2), as in15.2 in (9), or 3.2,.3.3, in (12), below. The exception is tokens containingediting terms specically related to indicating the status of previous material(as in 36.4), and tokens which express content that is changed later in thesame CGU, as in 36.2, 36.3. A borderline case is a restart-continue, suchas 10.3 in Appendix A.2, in which a speaker starts an expression withoutgetting very far, and then starts again from the beginning. In general, ifthere is no content expressed, then leave it out of the CGU. If one is unsureas to the content expressed, it is also okay to include it, if that seems morecomfortable.As well as containing a simple presentation and acknowledgment, a CGUmay also contain repairs to the understanding that are \embedded" betweenthe rst initiation and nal acknowledgment, involving one or more exchangesof turns. Thus a CGU may include tokens from more than two turns. Asimple example is given in (6)5, in which all of the utterances would bepart of a single CGU. While some might be tempted to see example (6) astwo units, one hierarchically a part of the second, for our current codingpractice, we will mark all the tokens contributing to the common ground ofthe initiation as part of a single unit.(6) 20.2 S: it doesn't take any time to21.1 M: to couple?22.1 S: to couple23.1 M: okayIn addition, extra acknowledgments by the initiating speaker are allowedas part of the CGU. Sometimes it takes several acknowledgments, back andforth to establish common ground sucient for the current purposes [Clarkand Schaefer, 1989].While much of the structure of CGUs corresponds to initiative-responsepairs, as in the LINDA coding scheme [Dahlback and Jonsson, 1998], or5From d91-8.1 in [Gross et al., 1993]. 8
dialogue games [Kowtko et al., 1991, Carletta et al., 1997], there are somedierences. Those kinds of coding schemes attempt to encode all of the typesof exchange behavior in dialogue, whereas CGUs are attempting to captureonly those parts relating to mutual understanding. As [Allwood et al., 1992,Clark, 1994, Dillenbourg et al., 1996] describe, there are multiple levels ofcoordination in dialogue. Grounding (which is what CGUs capture) is mainlyconcerned with the understanding level (and also the perception of messages),while there is a large part of the notion of response that is concerned withattitudinal reaction, which is not strictly a part of the grounding process.Except for very short reactions which are expressed in the same locutionwith the feedback signal of understanding, the grounding of the reactionitself will also constitute a separate CGU. Thus, a single token can be part ofmultiple CGUs. A good example is a question followed by an answer. Whilethe answer does indicate understanding (and is thus part of the prior CGUwhich expresses the question), it also contributes new material (the contentof the answer itself) that must be added to the common ground, and thusthe answer also initiates a new CGU.An example is the subdialogue in (7). As shown in (8), this containsone CGU which grounds the question, containing tokens 3.4, and 4.1, andanother which grounds the answer, containing (again) 4.1, as well as thecontinuation in 4.2 and acknowledgment in 5.1. 4.2 is not in CGU 2, becausethe question is already grounded by the rst part of the answer. How Sanswers the question is not important for grounding the question, merely S'sdemonstration that the question was understood. Thus, since 4.2 does notoer additional evidence of having understood the question (unlike in (5),the multiple acknowledgments in turn 37), it is not included in CGU 2.(7) 3.4 M: where are there oranges4.1 S: the oranges are in the warehouse4.2 : at Corning5.1 M: oh okay(8) CGU Tokens: : :2 3.4,4.1,3 4.1,4.2,5.1: : : 9
While technically, according to [Clark and Schaefer, 1989], even simpleattitudinal reactions (such as the acceptance indicated by a reply of \okay"to a proposal or statement) would also need to be grounded, usually suchgrounding of the simple reaction is done implicitly, by introduction of thenext relevant content. This kind of implicit acknowledgment does not indi-cate any direct relationship to the acceptance itself, and thus it can be verydicult to determine whether the acceptance is actually acknowledged (oreven needs acknowledgment) so we do not form a separate CGU to indicatethe acceptance.6 Instead one word replies (or similar multi-word phrases thatdo not add additional information) are seen as belonging wholly to the CGUin which they provide acknowledgment. Thus, token 5.1 from (7), is onlyincluded in CGU 3, in (8), and does not initiate a new CGU.It is also important to realize that, unlike dialogue games, CGUs donot have to correspond to a single main dialogue act. Remember, the mainorganizing principle of a CGU concerns material that gets grounded together,not how that material is clustered into speech acts (or rhetorical relations,for that matter). There may be more than one speech act as part of a CGU.Example (3) shows one way this can happen, as a compound directive orstatement. Another possibility is that the CGU could contain dierent typesof actions, as in (9), where the rst part of turn 15 contains a directive orstatement, while the latter part indicates a question about the feasibility ofthis plan.(9) 15.1 M: and from Corning we'll pick up the oranges15.2 : and um15.3 : take them to Bath15.4 : will it / that get m / me15.5 : do you think that I can get .. this all over to Bath by 8o'clock16.1 S: yeahIn addition, some CGUs may be completed (with their content grounded),before the participants even complete a speech act: the CGU may merelyserve to focus attention or identify a referent which is later used in a more6For similar reasons, [Traum and Heeman, 1997] used a special category -e to indicateturn transitions following cue word acknowledgments.10
complete action. In (10)7, while it requires 11.3 and 13.1 to complete thesuggestion of moving E2 to Corning, 11.3 and 12.1 form one CGU, while 13.1is part of another, along with the question action in 13.2 and the acknowl-edgment implicit in the answer in 14.1. 14.1 also starts a new CGU for thecontent of the answer, which in turn is acknowledged by token 15.1, whichalso initiates a new CGU for the directive, acknowledged in 16.1. Since 16.1is a simple acknowledgment, it does not start another CGU, even thoughit also signals acceptance of as well as understanding of the directive. TheCGUs for this fragment are shown in (11).(10) 11.3 M: wh / why don't we take E212.1 S: okay13.1 M: and uh move it to Corning13.2 : ... how long will that take14.1 S: that'll take two hours15.1 M: okay go ahead and do that16.1 S: okay(11) CGU Tokens: : :9 11.3,12.110 13.1,13.2,14.111 14.1,15.112 15.1,16.1: : :Again, the guideline for when to split a CGU is as follows: if the previouscontent has already been acknowledged, and the next token provides newmaterial (however intimately linked with the prior content), then start a newCGU. If, however, the prior material has not been grounded, and a singleacknowledgment (e.g., \ok") would ground both the prior and current tokens,then continue the current CGU. If the new material seems unrelated in sucha way that a simple acknowledgment would not ground both this and theprior material, then you may start a new CGU even if the prior one is notgrounded.7From d91-8.1 in [Gross et al., 1993]. 11
4.2 What not to codeNot all tokens need be part of any CGU. If a token does not contain contentthat makes its way to the common ground (or is instrumental in other contentbeing added to the common ground, as with editing terms), it does not needto be part of any CGU. The simplest case of this is tokens concerned whollywith what [Allwood et al., 1989] call own communication management, otherthan those which correct content. Any tokens which are concerned solelywith a speaker holding onto the oor or deciding what to say do not need tobe part of any CGU. For example, tokens 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 in (12) can be leftout of any CGU.(12) 3.1 M: um3.2 : so3.3 : let's see3.4 : where are there orangesA more dicult case is where the speaker actually starts to express rele-vant content, but then changes her mind and drops any commitment to the(tentative) expression. An example is 5.2,5.3 in (13). Since this materialabout the tanker car is never entered into the common ground, it need notbe part of any CGU. However, one can not tell this until the actual can-cellation in 5.3. Thus, it may be desirable to start a CGU with 5.2, andthen later mark this CGU as cancelled, when 5.3 comes along. Commonground will thus correspond only to uncanceled CGUs. Cancelled CGUs canbe represented by putting a * symbol before the CGU identier, as in (14).(13) 5.2 M: and I see that there's a tanker car there5.3 : oh we don't want a tanker car do we5.4 : um5.5 : I have to get a boxcar5.6 : to Corning(14) CGU Tokens: : :4 5.2,5.3: : : 12
Cancellation here refers to cancelling the entire CGU. In cases where onlysome of the content is changed and not part of the eventual common ground,no special markings are required. Thus, in (5), above, the \1pm" contributedby token 36.3 does not make its way into the eventual common ground, havingbeen replaced by the content of \3pm" in token 36.5. However, we do notmark this in any special way; all of these tokens are part of an uncanceledCGU. This policy is to be contrasted with later repair of grounded material insubsequent CGUs, which is handled at the macro-level, by specially markingthe IU of which it is a part (see Section 5.3).4.3 Dicult casesSometimes it will be very dicult to know the precise relationships of com-mon ground. This is okay, because sometimes the participants in a conver-sation have the same problem! Sometimes it is dicult to tell what function(e.g., acknowledging, ignoring, or repairing) a particular token has in rela-tion to an ongoing CGU, or which CGU a token functions within. Thingsget particularly dicult in cases of overlapping speech, where the speakersare working on bringing dierent content to common ground, or are pursuingparallel paths towards the same objective. For these dicult cases, just makethe best guess you can as to which CGU(s) a token belongs to, and makenotes if you think another possibility also seems plausible.An example of a dicult case is shown in (15). 24.1 is ambiguous (espe-cially without hearing the prosody) as to whether it is acknowledging 23.2,beginning to repair it, or starting something unrelated. Choosing the middlepossibility, then 25.1 continues the same CGU, repairing \immediately" to\just after it arrives". 26.1 indicates some understanding of the plan, buta lack of acceptance. 26.2, can be left out of the CGUs (as an apology forspeaking out of turn), and 26.3 starts a new CGU, with a reason not to sendimmediately. 26.4 can again be ignored, and 26.3 is acknowledged with 27.1.This is summarized in (16). 13
(15) 23.2 M: then send it immediately24.1 S: so25.1 M: soon as it gets there26.1 S: +although well+26.2 : sorry26.3 : it / it takes an hour to load26.4 : so27.1 M: okay(16) CGU Tokens: : :16 23.2,24.1,25.1,26.117 26.3,27.1: : :Another issue concerns tokens that don't seem to receive acknowledg-ments, but are not clearly cancelled either. Utterance 11.3 from (17) is acase in point. One could argue on one hand, that the content is so obviousfrom the prior context that it doesn't need acknowledging, and is arguably al-ready part of the common ground. On the other hand, one could argue that11.4 explicitly cancels the potential contribution to common ground (notethat this is \okay" said by the same speaker, and not an acknowledgment).A third possibility is that it was never meant as a communicative action atall, but was just the speaker talking to herself, in the planning process. Fi-nally, this content might not have been explicitly cancelled, but still mightnot make it to the common ground, in virtue of not having been acknowl-edged. We will take the position that whether it is explicitly cancelled ornot, this utterance does not form part of a grounded CGU, and thus mark itas a CGU with an asterisk. We could also have just left it out of the record,like the contentless 11.2 and 11.4,5.
14
(17) 10.1 S: there's boxcars at Bath Danville and Elmira11.1 M: oh okay11.2 : ... um[4sec]11.3 : and we only need one boxcar11.4 : okay11.5 : so[2sec]11.6 : aha11.7 : I see an engine and a boxcar both at Elmira12.1 S: rightA further dicult issue is that of how long CGUs can remain open andreceive new utterance-token components. Sometimes, after some content isostensibly grounded, the conversants go back and talk about it again, eitherconrming or perhaps correcting some material. While some of this extendedconrming behavior has to do with grounding, e.g., as modeled by some ofthe larger Contributions in [Clark and Schaefer, 1989], much of this behaviorcan be attributed to other resource limitations, such as memory and atten-tion [Walker, 1993]. While we consider the type of grounding captured byCGUs to be a local phenomenon, we also do not wish to go the other extremeof forbidding any more inclusions to a CGU, once it has been acknowledged.For one thing, sometimes participants perform multiple acknowledgments.Also, immediate repairs should not be excluded even when occurring af-ter acknowledgments (or sometimes because of incorrect acknowledgments).While the precise formulation of how long a CGU can remain open is still aresearch issue, for coding purposes, assume the following policy:(18) Do not insert any utterance tokens into a CGU after you have startedthree subsequent CGUs no matter how relevant the new token is to thegrounding of the content of that CGU.Thus, tokens which relate to an old (closed) CGU must be part of somelater CGU (perhaps starting a new one). Any relation to the common groundwill need to be captured by the macro-level analysis (see, in particular Sec-tion 5.3, for corrections).Note also, that rule (18) allows limited amounts of \crossing" of CGUtoken sequences, as happens quite frequently in typed (e.g., IRC or MOO)15
dialogues. An example of this phenomenon is shown in (19), with the CGUcoding in (20).8(19) 1 H But what did you mean when you said the gun was atthe bar? Who brought it there from the Colonels room?2 S Marie just admitted that she kenew something was wrongwith the insurance3 H What's wrong with the insurance. The painting is a fake.Do you mean that ?4 S i was wrong when i said it was at the bar. it was incolonel's room5 H Ok6 H Maybe we should exchange our notebooks again.7 H [Give dn1 to sherlock]8 S i mean: the painting is a fake and it is insured for a hugeamount of money. : : :9 S [Give dn1 to herc](20) CGU Tokens1 1,42 2,33 3,84 4,55 6,7,94.4 Review of coding principlesTo summarize, you are to go through the dialogue, utterance-token by utterance-token, creating CGUs when necessary, and adding tokens to all CGUs towhich they belong. The following principles summarize your decision proce-dures:8This episode is taken from a longer MOO interaction, 5T2 in the BOOTNAP corpushttp://tecfa.unige.ch/tecfa/research/cscps/bootnap.html. In this medium, mes-sages are sent when the participant hits <return>. No attempt has been made here todivide these utterances into smaller units, using grammatical principles or punctuation, orgroup them into turns. Note also that 7 and 9 are non-linguistic actions (of giving note-books) in the virtual MOO world rather than utterances said to each other. Utterance 8is actually much longer but has been truncated for exposition here.16
(21) 1. If the token contains new content, and there is no accessible un-grounded CGU, the contents of which could be acknowledged to-gether with the current tokenthen add a new CGU label, and add this token to it.2. if there is an accessible CGU (according to rule (18)) for whichthe current token:(a) acknowledges the content(b) repairs the content(c) cancels the CGU (in this case, also put a * before the CGUmarker, to indicate that it is canceled).(d) continues the content, in such a fashion that all content couldbe grounded together (with the same acknowledgment)then add this token to the CGU3. otherwise, do not add this token to the CGUNote that these rules are not exclusive: more than one may apply, so thata token can be added to more than one CGU.4.5 Extended examplesThe CGU coding for two whole dialogues are shown below. (22) has thecoding for dialogue 91-1.1, while (23) has that for 91-8.1. The text of thesedialogues is presented in Appendix A.
17
(22) Dialogue 91-1.1CGU Tokens Content1 1.2,1.3,2.1 state goal2 3.4,4.1 ask oranges location3 4.1,4.2,5.1 answer oranges location4 5.2,5.3 (locate tanker car)5 5.5,5.6,5.7,5.8,6.1 plan decomposition6 7.6,8.1 rst step:get engines7 9.2,10.1 ask boxcars8 10.1,11.1 answer boxcars9 11.3 (focus search)10 11.7,12.1 choose engine, boxcar11 13.1,13.2,13.3,13.4,13.5,14.1,14.2 go to corning12 15.1,15.3,15.4,15.5,16.1 request eval13 16.1,16.2,16.3,17.1 eval ok14 17.4,17.5,18.2,18.3 what next?
18
(23) Dialogue 91-8.1CGU Tokens Content1 1.3,1.4,1.5,1.6,1.7,1.9,2.1 specify goal2 3.2,3.3,3.4,4.1 ask oranges3 4.1,4.2,5.1 answer oranges4 5.2,6.1 ask engine corning5 6.1,7.1 answer engine6 7.4,7.6,8.1 suggest engine7 9.2,9.3,10.1 followup both engines8 10.1,10.2,10.3,11.1 answer both engines9 11.3,12.1 pick E210 13.1,13.2,14.1,15.1 nish suggestion, ask time11 14.1,15.1 answer time12 15.1,16.1 commit e2 ! corning13 17.1,17.2,17.3,17.4,17.5,17.6,17.7,18.1 use tanker car14 19.1,19.2,19.3,20.1 send to bath15 20.2,21.1,22.1,23.1 clarify coupling time16 23.2,24.1,25.1,26.1 suggest send immediately/arrival17 26.3,27.1 clarify loading18 28.1,29.1 schedule loading19 29.2,30.1 ask time20 30.1,31.1 answer time21 31.2,32.1 commit to plan22 32.2,32.3,32.4,33.1,34.1,35.1,36.1 summarize and check23 33.1,33.2,34.2 conrm completion
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5 Macro-range coding: I-units (IUs)At the macro-level of discourse structure coding, you are asked to reasonabout the relationships amongst the pieces of information that have beenestablished as common ground. This is achieved by performing a topic-structure or planning-based analysis of the content of the CGUs, to producea hierarchy of CGUs in a well-formed tree data structure. Such analysisproceeds in similar fashion to the intention-based methodology outlined in[Nakatani et al., 1995], but there exist some crucial dierences. While CGUanalysis concentrates on establishing what is being said at the level of in-formation exchange, macro-level analysis goes beyond this to establish re-lationships at a higher-level, namely relationships amongst CGUs (insteadof utterance-tokens) and relationships amongst groups of CGUs. These re-lationships may be both informational and intentional. Thus, we refer togroupings of CGUs at the lowest level of macro-structure as I-Units (IUs),where \I" stands for either informational or intentional.9There is wide agreement that reasoning about discourse can proceed both\top-down", with planning-based or intentional analysis, and \bottom-up",with topic-oriented or informational analysis [Hobbs, 1996, Grosz and Sidner,1986, Moore and Pollack, 1992], inter alia. By \bottoming-out" our macro-level analyses with common ground units, we simply establish low-level infor-mational constraints on both informational and intentional reasoning aboutthe hierarchical discourse structure. The interpretation of higher-level rela-tionships amongst CGUs and lower-level IUs, whether intentional or infor-mational, must be consistent with the established mutual beliefs modeled byCGU analysis. Finally, while it has been argued that intentional structureand informational structure are not necessarily isomorphic and thus mustbe separately represented in discourse analysis [Moore and Pollack, 1992], inusing CGUs as the building blocks for macro-level analysis, we rely in a prac-tical sense on the observation made by Hobbs that more often than not, the\intentional account" of a dialogue is that the speaker has the goal that theother participant believe the speaker's own \informational account" [Hobbs,1996]. It is beyond the scope of the current guidelines to model the informa-9We do not opt for the prevalent term, discourse segment, to emphasize the abstractionfrom utterance-tokens to CGUs as the basic unit, some of whose consequences for discourseanalysis are discussed in Section 5.1. 20
tional or intentional structures of uncooperative dialogue participants whoa priori cannot share joint purposes, or intend that their intentions not berecognized.5.1 Comparative notesWhile based fundamentally on the methodology of [Nakatani et al., 1995],IU analysis diers from [Nakatani et al., 1995] in three important ways:(1) IU analysis uses CGUs as the minimal unit of analysis instead of utter-ances themselves; (2) IU analysis explicitly relies on informational constraintsin intentional analysis; and (3) IU analysis extends the monologue-orientedmethodology of [Nakatani et al., 1995] to dialogue, while preserving most ofthe theoretical motivations of that work. It remains to be seen whether othersingle-speaker oriented schemes for macro-level discourse analysis, such as re-lational discourse analysis, can be generalized to handle dialogue coding.10It is also unclear whether higher-level discourse structure coding schemesthat allow only for the linear grouping of meso-level structures, such as thechunking of moves into games, can be extended to account for hierarchi-cal or recursive discourse relations. Hierarchical relations naturally reectthe complexity of the communicative goals of human speakers in extendeddiscourse.Also, as noted in the Introduction to this coding manual, there are manyaspects of discourse structure that remain unanalyzed at the macro-level.Issues of individual agency and interaction management are but two areasthat remain unaddressed. While we envision many possible extensions tothis guide to capture additional dimensions of macro-structure, we wouldalso like to highlight what is new in our approach toward informational andintentional analysis.The use of CGUs as the basic units for organizing the macro-level struc-ture is not signicant for the form of the analysis. From the point of viewof interpreting the content, however, using CGUs instead of the utterance-tokens themselves actually solves some outstanding problems with the useof strictly tree-based linguistic structures that organize textual units them-selves, as is prevalent in current methods of macro-level analysis.10At the rst discourse tagging workshop held at the University of Pennsylvania in1996, the higher-level discourse structure subgroup focused on coding monologues using[Nakatani et al., 1995] and [Moser et al., 1996].21
The rst issue that is solved is that of temporal discontinuities of utterance-tokens that share or continue the same topic or purpose. The temporallyunrestricted assignment of utterance-tokens to CGU \sets" allows for therecording of such discontinuities, yet makes them invisible at the macro-level.These discontinuities, if important to understand, can be retrieved from themeso-level CGU coding and reasoned about. Discourse phenomena involvingdiscontinuities include discourse interruptions [Grosz and Sidner, 1985], or\out-of-order" and \out-of-the-blue" segments [Nakatani et al., 1995], andeven crossing dependencies which arise not infrequently when parallel topicsare interleaved in discussion (See e.g. CGUs 21 and 22 (23)), encoding theTrains dialogue given in Appendix A.2.A second signicant issue addressed by using CGUs rather than utterance-tokens as the basic units is that of ambiguous utterance-tokens. As shownin the example meso-level analyses, it is quite common to have an utterance-token belong to more than one CGU (e.g. when it arms understandingof a question and then adds new information). These meaningful ambigui-ties, or multiple discourse roles, of certain kinds of utterance-tokens are onesource of the problem of \fuzzy boundaries" in text-based discourse segmen-tation [Passonneau and Litman, 1997]. Another source of fuzzy boundaries isthe mandatory assignment to discourse segments of rather meaningless am-biguous utterance tokens, such as strings of lled pauses, that serve only tohold the turn, if anything. For meso-level coding, such \meaningless" tokensare not assigned to CGUs and again are invisible to macro-level analysis.Of course, the role of such tokens in turn-taking or analyzing initiative ismeaningful; the treatment of these tokens in the proposed scheme revealsits bias toward directly representing informational and intentional discourserelations, and not directly representing initiative or turn-taking phenomena.All of the described properties together combine to abstract away fromthe \messy" aspects of dialogue that do not bear directly on intentional andinformational discourse analysis. Within a CGU, there may be complex ex-changes involving repairs and other performance errors, interruptions, over-lapping speech, and any one of a number of types of acknowledgment orconrmation strategies, none of which may alter the higher-level intendedgoals and actions of the dialogue participants. By using CGUs as minimal,information-based units of analysis, IU analysis is insulated or isolated fromthese dialogic phenomena. We believe these properties will allow the human(or machine) analyzing the hierarchical topic or planning-based structure of22
a dialogue to focus most clearly on the relevant informational and intentionalcontent and relations.5.2 Basics of I-units (IUs)Specic guidelines for performing macro-level segmentation of CGUs into I-units are presented below. In general, IU analysis organizes CGUs and IUsinto a well-formed tree data structure, in which CGUs are the leaves and IUsare the internal nodes. The hierarchical structure is determined by discourserelations that hold between IUs.5.2.1 Discourse relations: a reviewIU trees are created by identifying certain kinds of discourse relations. Fol-lowing [Grosz and Sidner, 1986], macro-level analysis captures two fundamen-tal intentional relations between I-units, those of domination (or parent-child)and satisfaction-precedence (or sibling) relations. The corresponding infor-mational relations are supports and generates [Pollack, 1986, Goldman, 1970].More concretely, the domination relation can be elaborated in a planning-based framework as holding between a subsidiary plan and its parent, inwhich the completion of one plan contributes to the completion of its parentplan; the satisfaction-precedence relation can be elaborated as the tempo-ral dependency between two plans [Lochbaum, 1994]. As is often the case,when a temporal dependency cannot be strictly established, two IUs will beplaced in a sibling relationship by virtue of their each being in a subsidiaryrelationship with the same dominating IU.5.2.2 Minimal unitsBefore beginning macro-level coding, we assume the meso-level analysis hasidentied CGUs, and the CGUs are uniquely identied by integers 1...n; thetwo levels of analysis, meso and macro, must proceed in that order. CGUsrepresent minimal segmentation units. You may include as many units asyou like in a given IU using the notation described below.23
5.2.3 Forming IUsIU analysis consists of identifying the higher-level intentional/informationalstructure of the dialogue, where each IU in the macro structure achieves ajoint (sub)goal or conveys information necessary to achieve a joint (sub)goal.Indicate IU boundaries and the relationship between IUs as described below.IU heading: Precede each new IU segment with its IU segment number,according to the Gorn numbering scheme for numbering nodes and leaves ina tree data structure, as illustrated below(24) iu.1 (rst top-level IU)iu.1.1iu.1.2 iu.1.2.1iu.1.2.2iu.1.2.3iu.1.3 iu.1.3.1iu.1.4 iu.1.4.1iu.1.4.1.1iu.1.4.1.2iu.1.4.1.3iu.1.4.1.4iu.1.4.2iu.1.4.2.1iu.1.4.2.2iu.2 (second top-level IU)..The top-level node or nodes (i.e. nodes that are not dominated by anyother node) are assigned identiers 1...n, in order of linear occurrence. Thechildren of any top-level node are identied as x.1 through x.n, where x isthe number assigned to the dominating node and n is the total number ofchildren. The next level nodes are assigned nodes x.y.1 through x.y.n, where24
x is the top-level dominating node, and y is the identier of the immediatelydominating node, and so on.Optionally, an IU heading may also contain a short description of theintentional or informational content of this segment; this would appear im-mediately following the Gorn number for the IU, i.e. on the same line.Finally, the integer labels for the CGUs assigned to the IU are placedimmediately below the IU heading. An example is shown in (25).(25) iu.1: give recipe for making apple pie12..Grouping notation:The initiation of a new IU can be notated by placing a new IU label atthe appropriate position in the le. Note that the numbering for IUs shouldfollow their linear order of occurrence. (If, however, you need to \squeeze"in an IU, you may use alphabetic tags: e.g. iu.2a, iu.2b. This situation mayarise when you have completed further labeling and then decide to add a newIU, for instance).Use indentation (indicated by tabbing in textles) to distinguish betweensister IUs and embedded IUs. Place all CGUs and embedded IUs in a givenIU at the same indentation level as the IU label for the dominating IU, e.g.:(26) iu.1: give recipe for making apple pie12 iu.1.1: describe selection and preparation of apples34iu.1.2: describe preparation of crust56.. 25
In (26), iu.1.1 and iu.1.2 are daughter IUs of iu.1; iu.1.1 and iu.1.2 aresister IUs. In eect, the IUs form a tree structure, with iu.1 as the root ofthe tree. In the default cases modeled above, the intention of an embeddedIU, iu.1.1, is related to that of its embedding IU, iu.1, by an intentionaldomination relationship [Grosz and Sidner, 1986]. That is, the achievementof iu.1.1 partially satises iu.1. For example, describing the preparation ofthe apples partially satises the goal of giving a recipe for making an applepie. In the informational realm, it can be reasoned that if iu.1 dominatesiu.1.1, iu.1.1 supports iu.1. In contrast, iu.1.1 and iu.1.2 convey dierentsubtasks in making apple pie. Neither of the two IUs generates nor enablesthe other, but since both support the overall goal of making apple pie, theyare placed in a sibling relationship in the IU tree.The multiple embedding of IUs is allowed. That is, a token may initiateboth its immediately containing unit as well as dominating IUs, e.g.:(27) iu.1: give recipe for making apple pieiu.1.1: motivate making of apple pie12..The closing of IUs in most cases is not explicitly notated, but is implicit inthe indentation levels. That is, if there is an IU closing and resumption ofthe immediately embedding IU, there will be no preceding line with an IUlabel, as in (28). CGU 5 resumes iu.1, in which iu.1.1. is embedded. This isinferred from the lack of an IU heading between CGU 4 and CGU 5.(28) iu.112 iu.1.13456 26
In contrast, in (29) below, CGU 5 begins a new IU, iu.1.2, after the com-pletion of an embedded IU, iu.1.1. In this case, iu.1.2 is not subordinate toiu.1.(29) iu.112 iu.1.134iu.256The nal possibility for a segment ending is starting a new segment at thesame level as the one which just ended, as in iu.1.2 in (26).5.3 Replanning and common ground correctionsAnalogous to cancelled CGUs at the meso-level, we posit the notion of mod-ied IUs at the macro-level. A modied IU is dened as any IU whosegrounded content is replaced or corrected, in part or in whole, by the con-tent introduced into common ground by later IUs. These later IUs will bereferred to as correcting or modifying IUs. Modifying IUs may typically con-cern either changes in beliefs or changes in goals or plans. For example,a change in belief may be expressed when a mistake in reference is discov-ered, such as confusing engine E1 with engine E2. Or it may occur when agenuine discrepancy in understanding arises, as when an automatic spokendialogue agent (or human!) misrecognizes Newark as New York and proceedsto provide the wrong itinerary information. A change in goal may occurwhen dialogue participants discover a plan constraint cannot be satised orenablement conditions do not hold and cannot be brought about.For the sake of eciency, only the most specic IUs that are modiedby a correcting IU will be marked by placing the symbol # before the IUheading. In certain cases, multiple IUs must be marked as modied, as in(30). 27
(30) iu.1 plan weekend activity#iu.1.1 plan to drive in A's car#iu.1.2 plan to picnic at lakeside...iu.5 plan to go to seashore instead of lakeiu.5.1 plan to take train because A's car will be in car shopIn other cases, an IU whose content is only partially modied by latercorrecting IUs will be marked, as in (31).(31) #iu.1 plan to drive in A's car to lakehouse for the weekend..iu.5 plan to meet to catch the train insteadiu.5.1 plan to take train because A's car will be in car shopIn general, if multiple IUs at lower-levels of the IU tree contain all occur-rences of modied content, mark the multiple lower IUs individually. Moregeneral IUs whose content is only partially modied should be labeled withthe symbol # only when no other marking of lower-level IUs containing theequivalent content is possible.5.4 Examples from TRAINSThe IU coding for two whole dialogues are shown below. The IU codingassumes the CGU analyses presented in (22) (for dialogue 91-1.1) and (23)(for dialogue 91-8.1). The text of these dialogues is presented in Appendix A.An important rule for IU analysis is that cancelled CGUs (marked by thesymbol *), such as CGUs 4 and 9 in (22), are excluded from IU trees. Thisreects the belief that ungrounded information does not play a large rolein discourse reasoning at the informational and intentional levels. For othertypes of discourse structure, however, such information may prove criticalto annotate. Leaving out cancelled CGUs in IU analysis is analogous tonot assigning contentless tokens (such as lled pauses) to any CGU duringmeso-analysis. 28
(32) Dialogue 91-1.1iu.1: Establish joint purpose of shipping boxcar of oranges to Bathby 8pm1 iu.1.1: locate oranges23iu.1.2: plan to get boxcar to corning, load with oranges, move to bath5 iu.1.2.1: plan to get engines to boxcar6 iu.1.2.1.1: locate boxcars7810iu.1.2.2: plan to get boxcar/engine to corning11iu.1.2.3: plan to pick up oranges and move them to bath12 iu.1.2.3.1: check time constraint is satisfied13iu.1.3: check joint purpose is satisfied14
29
(33) Dialogue 91-8.1iu.1: establish joint purpose of shipping boxcar of oranges to Bath by 8pm1 iu.1.1: locate oranges23iu.1.2: select engines456789iu.1.3: plan to move engine E2 to corning10 iu.1.3.1: check time constraint can still be satisfied1112iu.1.4: plan to attach tanker car and engine and send to bath1314 iu.1.4.1: check time used to attach car and engine1516iu.1.4.2: check time needed to load before sending1718 iu.1.4.3: check time constraint is satisfied19202122iu.1.5: check joint purpose is satisfied23 30
5.5 Macro-level analysis for collaborative problem-solving dialoguesThe examples above exemplify the following macro-level structural schemafor collaborative problem-solving dialogue:(34)  Establish problem to be collaboratively solved, or joint goal. Negotiate how to achieve joint goal.This may involve:1. Deciding which (of possibly several) recipe(s) for action to use,2. Deciding how to implement a recipe in the participants' do-main by instantiating or identifying constraints and parame-ters of the recipe (e.g. deciding which of two engines to moveto the orange warehouse),3. Breaking the plan down into subplans, whose own achieve-ments can be similarly negotiated at the subtask level. Conrm achievement of (or failure to achieve) joint goal.This schema explicitly accommodates the inferential interface between theintentional and informational levels of analysis. For example, intentionaland informational relations blend as siblings at the level of choosing andimplementing a recipe and breaking down a plan into subplans. This reectsthe simple fact that achieving a goal via action requires knowledge of theworld (e.g. identication of objects), knowledge of how to act in the world(i.e. knowledge of recipes), and knowledge of how to reason about complexrelations among actions (i.e. the ability to plan and replan).The hierarchical structure of the schema represents typical dominationand satisfaction-precedence relationships.11 Generally, it must be decided11Although developed independently, this schema bears a resemblance to the problem-solving action coding scheme proposed in [Sikorski and Allen, 1997]. In particular, Sikorskiand Allen's action labels, \Establish Goal" and \Evaluate Solution", map to the rst andlast steps in the template. Nevertheless, two crucial dierences arise: rst, Sikorski andAllen do not address how problem-solving action codings can be hierarchically structured;31
which recipe to use to achieve a discourse purpose before the implementa-tion of the recipe itself is discussed. So, the IU for deciding a recipe generallycomes before the IU(s) on implementing the recipe. In some cases, however,the recipe itself will be built from scratch, and elaborated in parallel withimplementation of the plan. In addition, the recursive step of breaking downa plan into subplans is not strictly temporally ordered with respect to choos-ing a recipe and implementing it. Often, once a joint purpose is established,participants may iterate through various parts of the negotiation processsuch as considering and rejecting several recipes for achieving the joint pur-pose, or may even encounter the failure of a subplan, which then necessitatesreplanning (see Section 5.3).Finally, the last step in the schema, in which dialogue participants explic-itly conrm their achievement of (or failure to achieve) their joint purpose,seems to frequently arise in the genre of cooperative problem-solving dia-logues. These exchanges are also called pre-closings [Scheglo and Sacks,1973]. In macro-level analysis, there is the opportunity for goal conrma-tion at various levels of planning. For example, in the TRAINS dialogues,participants often explicitly conrm that a substep in their joint plan meetsa temporal constraint, and then later conrm that the entire plan has beensolved. At the lowest level of conrmation, e.g. tokens realizing the speechact of acknowledgment, however, no macro-level coding is required since thesetypes of utterance-token exchanges are already grouped together into a singleCGU. We suggest the convention that conrmation subdialogues be embed-ded in the IU that concerns the most recent action(s) contributing to theoutcome being evaluated. For example, in the IU analysis in (33), in iu.1.3the partners plan to move engine E2 to Corning. In iu.1.3.1, they check thatthe overall time constraint can still be satised, if engine E2 is moved ac-cording to their plan. In this example, iu.1.3.1 is embedded relative to iu.1.3,and second, the remaining labels of relevance, \Assess Situation" and \Establish Solution",seem to conate the distinction between decomposing a plan into subplans and choosingand implementing recipes to achieve a given plan. For example, segments in which di-alogue participants propose either components to a solution (i.e. subplans) or resourcesto accomplish a task are both labeled as \Establish Solution" segments. Following ourproposed schema, the former would be part of step 3 in the process, \Negotiate how toachieve joint goal", while the latter would be part of step 2 in that same process. Therecursion in the proposed schema falls out naturally from this distinction. In this regard,the schema maps more closely to the discourse script for the TRAINS domain used in[Traum, 1994], since both explicitly address goal decomposition.32
since the time constraint checked in iu.1.3.1 is evaluated with respect to theaction recently planned out in iu.1.3.It can be seen from the schema presented that the informational-intentionalinterface relies heavily on the distinct notions of plan (a mental state to in-tend to achieve a goal) versus recipe (a data structure description for actionto achieve a specied goal) [Pollack, 1986, Bratman, 1987]. When dialogueparticipants are explicitly discussing their goals or subgoals, the IU takes ona more intentional avor. When participants are identifying parameters forexecuting recipes, the IU takes on a more informational avor.We will have to discover whether the application of macro-level analysis toadditional genres of corpora, such as conversational and tutoring dialogues,can be handled by extensions to this schema or will require the formulationof entirely new schemata.6 SummaryIn this document, we have presented a two-level coding scheme for discoursestructure in dialogue. At the meso-level of discourse structure, we denedguidelines for coding Common Ground Units (CGUs), based on analysis ofhow the hearer and speaker establish mutual beliefs through dialogue. Atthe macro-level, we used CGUs as primitive units of analysis and denedguidelines for carrying out I-unit (IU) analysis. IU codings reect the in-tentional or informational structure of dialogue. This two-level scheme is anatural complement to schemes intended to cover other aspects of dialogue,especially micro-level schemes developed for dialogue acts (e.g., [Allen andCore, Draft 1997]) or co-reference (e.g., [Passonneau, 1997]).The coding scheme presented here is more a rst attempt than a com-prehensive product. We expect further development in several directions.First, there may be additional coding schemes along other dimensions toaddress other dialogue phenomena (e.g. initiative); the current scheme con-siders only grounding at the meso-range, and I-structure at the macro-range.Secondly, we expect ne-tuning on the specic coding principles to facil-itate both greater reliability and utility of the two levels we do cover. Wehope other researchers will explore whether a more productive synergy can befound between the two levels, both in theory and in practice. The relation wehypothesize between the two levels, and our supposition that important re-33
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A Full Dialogue ExamplesA.1 TRAINS Dialogue 91-1.1Total Time: 1'38'' Total Turns: 20 Total Utterances: 63UU# Speaker: Utterance1.1 M: okay1.2 : I have to1.3 : ship a boxcar of oranges to Bath by 8 o'clock today...2.1 S: okay3.1 M: um3.2 : so3.3 : let's see3.4 : where are there _oranges_4.1 S: the oranges are in the warehouse4.2 : at Corning5.1 M: oh okay5.2 : and I see that there's a tanker car there5.3 : oh we don't want a tanker car do we5.4 : um5.5 : I have to get a boxcar5.6 : to Corning5.7 : and then I have to load it with oranges and eventually Ihave to get that to Bath5.8 : by 8 o'clock6.1 S: right7.1 M: um7.2 : ts7.3 : so7.4 : what's the cl /7.5 : w okay7.6 : we have to get engines to the boxcars8.1 S: right9.1 M: +um+9.2 : are there boxcars anywhere except at Bath38
10.1 S: there's boxcars at Bath Danville and Elmira11.1 M: oh okay11.2 : ... um[4sec]11.3 : and we only need one boxcar11.4 : okay11.5 : so[2sec]11.6 : aha11.7 : I see an engine and a boxcar both at Elmira12.1 S: right13.1 M: this looks like the best thing to do13.2 : so we should get13.3 : ... the eng / engine to picks up the boxcar13.4 : and head for Corning13.5 : 's that sound reasonable14.1 S: sure14.2 : that sounds good15.1 M: and from Corning we'll pick up the oranges15.2 : and um15.3 : take them to Bath15.4 : will it / that get m / me15.5 : do you think that I can get .. this all over to Bath by 8 o'clock16.1 S: yeah16.2 : that gets us to Bath at f / 5 AM16.3 : so it's plenty of time17.1 M: okay17.2 : so17.3 : um17.4 : do I tell you what to do at this point17.5 : [chuckle]18.1 S: +um+18.2 S: well18.3 S: we're done19.1 M: [chuckle]20.1 S: +we can now sh ship+20.2 : we're done with the warmup problem39
A.2 TRAINS Dialogue 91-8.1Total Time: 1'26'' Total Turns: 36 Total Utterances: 81UU# Speaker:Utterance1.1 M: all right1.2 : so it's uh1.3 : it's 12 midnight1.4 : and we need to get uh1.5 : a boxcar of oranges to Bath1.6 : by1.7 : 8 AM1.8 : uh1.9 : so in 8 hours2.1 S: okay3.1 M: and uh3.2 : so are there any oranges3.3 : at / uh3.4 : Corning4.1 S: yes4.2 : there are5.1 M: okay5.2 : is there an _engine_ at Corning6.1 S: no7.1 M: all right7.2 : 's see7.3 : so7.4 : why don't we take7.5 : uh7.6 : an engine from Elmira8.1 S: okay9.1 M: uh9.2 : are both available9.3 : there're two engines there I40
10.1 S: yeah10.2 : they're both10.3 : they're both there11.1 M: okay11.2 : so11.3 : wh / why don't we take E212.1 S: okay13.1 M: and uh move it to Corning13.2 : ... how long will that take14.1 S: that'll take two hours15.1 M: okay go ahead and do that16.1 S: okay17.1 M: and then um17.2 : we can take the tanker car17.3 : in Corning17.4 : and / uh17.5 : attach it to the uh17.6 : the engine E / the engine / engine that's coming over17.7 : E218.1 S: okay19.1 M: and then send them off to Bath19.2 : at 2 AM19.3 : err 2:30 AM20.1 S: okay20.2 : it doesn't take any time to21.1 M: to couple22.1 S: to couple23.1 M: okay23.2 : then send it immediately24.1 S: so25.1 M: soon as it gets there26.1 S: +although well+26.2 : sorry26.3 : it / it takes an hour to load26.4 : so27.1 M: okay28.1 S: we have to do that 41
29.1 M: so by th / at 329.2 : then how long does it take to get from Corning to Bath30.1 S: two hours31.1 M: so fine31.2 : go ahead32.1 S: +so+32.2 : get to bath32.3 : at 5 AM32.4 : so33.1 M: and then33.2 : the task is .. finished34.1 S: +that should be+ fine34.2 : yeah35.1 M: +yeah+36.1 S: okay
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